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Archival Descriptive StandardsArchival Descriptive Standards

n The purpose of archival description is to 
identify and explain the context and 
content of archival material in order to 
promote its accessibility.- ISAD (G)

nn Archivists have impressions about, but Archivists have impressions about, but 
little empirical research on how users little empirical research on how users 
search for information or understand the search for information or understand the 
information presented in finding aids.information presented in finding aids.



Empirical Research on Archival Empirical Research on Archival 
UsersUsers

nn A few general studies of archival users and also A few general studies of archival users and also 
studies of research techniques of humanists.studies of research techniques of humanists.

nn Studies of different user groups Studies of different user groups –– studies of studies of 
information seeking information seeking behaviourbehaviour of historians of historians 
predominant but also a few studies of predominant but also a few studies of 
genealogists genealogists 

nn Some user studies of finding aidsSome user studies of finding aids



Previous ResearchPrevious Research
nn User studies in archives (Gordon and User studies in archives (Gordon and 

Conway)Conway)
–– Do not use finding aidsDo not use finding aids
–– Use informal sources to locate informationUse informal sources to locate information
–– Search terms: names, dates, place, form, Search terms: names, dates, place, form, 

eventevent
–– Finding aids not sufficient for social historians Finding aids not sufficient for social historians 

(Beattie)(Beattie)



Research on historiansResearch on historians

nn Surveys of historians use of archival materialSurveys of historians use of archival material
–– TibboTibbo
–– AndersonAnderson
–– Duff, Craig and CherryDuff, Craig and Cherry

nn Interviews with historians and with PhD studentsInterviews with historians and with PhD students
–– ColeCole
–– Duff and JohnsonDuff and Johnson
–– DuffDuff



ColeCole
nn Research process of historians Research process of historians 

–– Name collectingName collecting
–– Browsing and scanning of large volumes of Browsing and scanning of large volumes of 

materialmaterial
–– Expert readersExpert readers
–– Difficulty in articulating information needsDifficulty in articulating information needs



Duff, Craig and CherryDuff, Craig and Cherry
Importance of sources in becoming aware of & Importance of sources in becoming aware of & 

locating information for current researchlocating information for current research
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Need personal copy of finding aidNeed personal copy of finding aid
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nn Preparing for a visitPreparing for a visit

nn Identifying sourcesIdentifying sources

nn Writing grant applicationsWriting grant applications

nn Becoming aware of restrictions Becoming aware of restrictions 
on material; assisting with FOI on material; assisting with FOI 
requestsrequests

nn Teaching tool; directing Ph.D. Teaching tool; directing Ph.D. 
students or research assistantsstudents or research assistants

nn Ordering copies after a visit; Ordering copies after a visit; 
ordering interlibrary loans  ordering interlibrary loans  



Duff and JohnsonDuff and Johnson
HistoriansHistorians’’ information seeking information seeking behaviourbehaviour in in 

archivesarchives
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Duff,Duff,
Young scholars info seekingYoung scholars info seeking

nn They do not know how to use the card They do not know how to use the card 
cataloguecatalogue

nn They want one central systemThey want one central system

nn They want electronic accessThey want electronic access

nn Their mental model is the library or the WebTheir mental model is the library or the Web



Their mental model is a library Their mental model is a library 
and the Web and the Web 

nn ““I think perhaps I expected it to be I think perhaps I expected it to be 
organized more like a library organized more like a library –– no matter no matter 
the author or publisher, all like topics are the author or publisher, all like topics are 
organized together. I understand the very organized together. I understand the very 
real reasons why this isnreal reasons why this isn’’t so, but it took t so, but it took 
some figuring some figuring –– it isnit isn’’t obvious. It can t obvious. It can 
mean a lot of running around, and it also mean a lot of running around, and it also 
makes me nervous (?) that something makes me nervous (?) that something 
significant has been missedsignificant has been missed””



GenealogistsGenealogists

nn General studies include participants who are General studies include participants who are 
genealogistsgenealogists

nn A few studies focused on information behavior A few studies focused on information behavior 
of genealogistsof genealogists
–– Barth Barth –– genealogists use automationgenealogists use automation
–– PPerryerry Survey of map collection Survey of map collection –– genealogists consult genealogists consult 

mapsmaps
–– YakelYakel –– Genealogists seek connections with the past Genealogists seek connections with the past 

and with other people.and with other people.
–– Duff and Johnson Duff and Johnson –– information seeking of information seeking of 

genealogistsgenealogists



3 stages of genealogical 3 stages of genealogical 
researchresearch

nn In the first stage, genealogists collect In the first stage, genealogists collect 
names of their ancestors and relatives names of their ancestors and relatives 

nn IIn the second stage they gather detailed n the second stage they gather detailed 
information about these individuals.  information about these individuals.  

nn Finally in the third stage the genealogist Finally in the third stage the genealogist 
gets involved in historical research. gets involved in historical research. 



Information seeking activities of Information seeking activities of 
genealogistsgenealogists

nn Talking to colleagues, compiling own Talking to colleagues, compiling own 
finding aids and taking coursesfinding aids and taking courses

nn Little interaction with archivistsLittle interaction with archivists
nn Search for name, place, and dateSearch for name, place, and date
nn Consult specific forms of recordsConsult specific forms of records
nn Consult mapsConsult maps



GenealogistsGenealogists
Duff and JohnsonDuff and Johnson

nn All genealogists discussed searching by name and placeAll genealogists discussed searching by name and place

nn 6  of the 10 genealogists had problems 6  of the 10 genealogists had problems 
with the finding aid system.with the finding aid system.

nn Organizing finding aids only by provenance is a problemOrganizing finding aids only by provenance is a problem

nn Genealogists create their own finding aids Genealogists create their own finding aids 
organized by geographic area, event and organized by geographic area, event and 
timetime



Use of finding aidsUse of finding aids

nn Studies by Studies by 
–– PearcePearce--MosesMoses
–– Duff and Duff and StoyanovaStoyanova
–– PromProm
–– YakelYakel

–– -- Users have problems understanding information Users have problems understanding information 
about dates and extent statements.about dates and extent statements.

–– Novice users find finding aids difficult to useNovice users find finding aids difficult to use
–– Need systems that support browsing as well as Need systems that support browsing as well as 

searching by keywordssearching by keywords



ConclusionsConclusions
nn Historians start  with broad  searches which narrow Historians start  with broad  searches which narrow 

as they  read relevant sources and build contextual as they  read relevant sources and build contextual 
knowledge. As contextual knowledge  builds, knowledge. As contextual knowledge  builds, 
questions are  refined. Finding aids and EAC records  questions are  refined. Finding aids and EAC records  
help build contextual knowledgehelp build contextual knowledge

nn Genealogists start by  looking for  information about Genealogists start by  looking for  information about 
people, they do not refine their questions but they people, they do not refine their questions but they 
refine their search strategy.refine their search strategy.

nn Historians rely heavily on finding aids and archivists. Historians rely heavily on finding aids and archivists. 
Genealogists consult archivists and finding aids  but Genealogists consult archivists and finding aids  but 
they rely heavily on colleagues and knowledge they rely heavily on colleagues and knowledge 
gained through experience, training courses and gained through experience, training courses and 
readingreading



ConclusionsConclusions
nn Finding aids organized by provenance meet the needs of  Finding aids organized by provenance meet the needs of  

traditional historians but do not meet the needs of  traditional historians but do not meet the needs of  
social historians and present barrier to genealogistssocial historians and present barrier to genealogists

nn Archives are confusing and frustrating places to novices Archives are confusing and frustrating places to novices 
because using using archives requires expertise because using using archives requires expertise ––
archival intelligence and domain knowledgearchival intelligence and domain knowledge

nn Novice users and young scholars want to search archival Novice users and young scholars want to search archival 
systems the same way they search the Websystems the same way they search the Web



ConclusionsConclusions

nn Users want a comprehensive system that Users want a comprehensive system that 
searches across different types of records.  Want searches across different types of records.  Want 
one place to look.  Having standards are an one place to look.  Having standards are an 
important to the building of these systems.important to the building of these systems.

nn If standards are to support accessibility we need If standards are to support accessibility we need 
a better understanding of our users to develop a better understanding of our users to develop 
standards that meet users mental models and standards that meet users mental models and 
preferred ways of searching. preferred ways of searching. 



User researchUser research

nn AxAx--snetsnet

nn Metrics projectMetrics project



nn ThankThank youyou

nn wendy.duff@utoronto.cawendy.duff@utoronto.ca


